Automatic Assessment of Biometric Parameters in Optic Nerve Head Area by "Zhongshan ONH Calculator (ZOC)".
To test the repeatability and reproducibility of the Zhongshan ONH Calculator (ZOC) software in terms of selected optic nerve head (ONH) parameters commonly used in clinical research of glaucoma. Forty-two horizontal single-line scans were selected to test the repeatability and reproducibility of the ZOC software. Clinically relevant 2D parameters of the ONH area were selected to test repeatability of ZOC, including length of BMO, minimum rim thickness on both sides (RIML and RIMR), optic cup depth (OCD), and depth of the anterior surface of the LC (ALCD). Intraobserver test showed higher the intra-class correlation coefficient (ICC) of BMO ((0.991 vs. 0.777), RIML (0.988 vs. 0.890), RIMR (0.972 vs. 0.846), OCD (0.997 vs. 0.992), and ALCD (0.993 vs. 0.949) by single researcher using ZOC software than manual measurement. BA analysis showed acceptable agreement between automatic and manual measurements. SDs and limits of agreement (95% CI) of BMO, RIML, RIMR, OCD, and ALCD were 0.05 (-0.13, 0.07), 0.03 (-0.05, 0.05), 0.03 (-0.06, 0.07), 0.015 (-0.035, 0.024), and 0.04 (-0.07, 0.08), respectively. This study presented the design and development of software for the automatic measurement of OCT images of ONH area with good reproducibility. In the future, with advances of OCTs and improvements to the resolution of the LC, ZOC will become a powerful tool in glaucoma research.